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Puff… 

 

“Cough, cough cough cough…” Shirley started coughing violently. 

 

Everyone looked over mechanically because their minds had gone blank from Liao Zixuan’s words. They 

could only follow their instincts, causing Xue Li to wave her hands repeatedly. 

 

After a few seconds, Vivian continued,” 

 

“You, could it be that you’re a devil…” 

 

Liao Zixuan nodded, and before Vivian could ask, he said,” 

 

“Your Little Black has been cultivating with me during this period of time. He’s at a critical juncture now, 

so he can’t help you. But he really can’t rest assured about you. As an elder, what else can I say?” 

 

After hearing this, the little girl suddenly realized that everything seemed to make sense. Why did she 

have the same feelings for the young man as Little Black? Why was the young man able to withstand 

Elena’s cannon fire and still be safe? 

 

Even summoning Little Black to verify it on the spot was blocked because it was a ” critical moment “. 

With how much Vivian cherished Little Black, she definitely did not dare to take the risk. 

 

Even if there was still a slight sense of incongruity, it was drowned out by the nervousness of ” meeting 

the parents.” 

 

“Well, I… Little Black…lt was…Then…” 

 



Vivian was in a panic. When she remembered that she seemed to have scolded the other party just now, 

her face turned red. She was so embarrassed and nervous that she could not even speak. 

 

Liao Zixuan, who was already quite guilty, naturally wouldn’t discuss this topic too much. He hurriedly 

pulled the conversation back to normal. 

 

“Let’s put the matter about Little Black aside and talk about your friend first. 

 

Following Liao Zixuan’s words, not only Vivian, but even Liz also came back to her senses and looked at 

the maid who was on standby. 

 

Vulcan had already explained the status of the maid. If Liao Zixuan were to explain it again from the 

perspective of a player, the maid would be like a neutral wild monster that Vulcan had turned from an 

enemy NPC. 

 

Neutral monsters, as the name suggests, have no subjective consciousness and do not belong to any 

camp. They will only move within a specified range and attack all creatures that enter the range. 

 

It was completely in line with the current Irina. 

 

“Lord Fire God said that you have a way to help her get rid of her current state…” Vivian asked 

expectantly. 

 

“Indeed.” Liao Zixuan nodded. 

 

“But to be precise, the key person is not me, but… She…” 

 

When Liao Zixuan pointed at her, he immediately looked confused. 

 

Lissy couldn’t understand how she had become the key person. 

 



“Have you forgotten? It’s a special ability that only belongs to you vampires.”Liao Zixuan reminded. 

 

“You mean…” 

 

At this moment, Liz seemed to suddenly understand and immediately blurted out two words. 

 

“Kindled?” 

 

“That’s right. Your friend’s consciousness has been hypnotized by someone else. Alice only cut off her 

connection with the controller, but it can’t remove her hypnotized state. 

 

” Therefore, the only feasible way is to turn her into your subordinate and make you her new controller, 

replacing the original hypnotic state. This way, as long as you don’t take the initiative to control her, it 

will be equivalent to her returning to her normal appearance. ” 

 

Liao Zixuan explained the concept of ” neutral wild monsters ” in a way that the natives could 

understand. 

 

He also told them how to turn neutral monsters into his own people. 

 

To players, it was like catching babies. 

 

However, under normal circumstances, the ” baby ” that could be captured was limited to monsters. No 

player said that they could capture NPCs as babies. As a summoner, Vivian was the same. Her skills 

would only work on monsters. 

 

However, there was a big variable here. 

 

“I… Can I really do it?” Liz said unconfidently. 

 



Firstly, she had just inherited the bloodline, so she was not familiar with anything. Secondly, judging 

from the strength that Elena had displayed just now, she could even send White flying. It was obvious 

that she was far superior to her. 

 

Could the Blood Clan really be so powerful to turn someone who was far stronger than them into their 

own kin? 

 

If the general rule of the vampire is not possible, the target must be lower than the vampire’s own 

strength, some still have to be lower than several layers before the line, and the success rate is not big.” 

 

But you’re different, Liz.” Liao Zixuan looked into the girl’s eyes. 

 

“Although I don’t know your mother’s true rank, from the fact that you can absorb my blood, there is no 

doubt that you…Very noble.” 

 

The young girl’s face turned red. She thought that Liao Zixuan would be so serious and speak so 

blatantly in front of everyone. 

 

Of course, Liz quickly straightened her expression and distinguished her priorities. Although her 

relationship with Irina was not as close as Vivian’s, she had a good impression of this eccentric little 

maid. 

 

Moreover, the reason why Irina had become like this was because of her ” father.” As the daughter of 

the Earl, she had the obligation to bear this responsibility. 

 

“Alright, I understand. Then what we’re going to do next…” 

 

After Liz nodded, a new problem arose. How should she carry it out? 

 

The most direct and effective way for a vampire to turn a target into a subordinate was to bite the neck. 

This also meant that unless the other party was willing, the only way to do this was to ” capture ” them.. 
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Even if you don’t say that you are completely captured, at least you have the ability to restrict the other 

party’s movements, make the other party unable to struggle, lose the ability to attack, and can only 

obediently be bitten. 

 

The servant girl was in a neutral state, so it was obvious that she couldn’t do it willingly. She could only 

rely on force. 

 

And this… 

 

In fact, it was an open plot deliberately set up by the Fire God Alice. 

 

To sum it up in one sentence… 

 

They could not even defeat the ” mannequin “, let alone ” capture ” a ” captive ” that was several times 

more difficult to ” defeat “. 

 

Alice had deliberately adjusted the maid’s strength to the subtle realm of ” 

 

As for Vivian and Liao Zixuan, one was because of their classes. Summoner was a common class, and the 

upper limit was 30 levels. If they wanted to advance to extraordinary, they had to change classes or find 

the high-level form of the Summoner class tree. 

 

Liao Zixuan was similar to the little girl, stuck at level 30. 

 

Although they had combat power that far surpassed the same level, it was not exaggerated to the point 

that they could surpass more than ten levels. 

 

Moreover, the maid was not a level 45 trash. She was at least a level 45 boss. 



 

The Witch of Truth class was no joke. Anyone with the word ” Witch ” in their name would be able to 

cross ranks easily. 

 

Liao Zixuan, Shirley, Vivian, and the other two had tried to make a few rounds. 

 

In the end, even with the combined strength of the three of them, they could do nothing to Elena. 

 

A large part of the reason for this was that Shirley and Vivian were both violent types, while Liao Zixuan 

was more thick-skinned. None of the three had outstanding control skills. 

 

He couldn’t defeat the maid, and he was also afraid that he would really hurt Irina. 

 

After working for half a day, she was so tired that she panted and retreated. After losing her target, Irina 

returned to her original position and continued to ‘ standby.” 

 

Without a doubt. 

 

In the game’s jargon, it was ” blocking the BOSS “. 

 

If he wanted to make a strategy, he had to make changes. 

 

And this change was exactly what Fire God Alice wanted to see. 

 

That is… 

 

He wanted to use a witch to defeat a witch. 

 

“This can’t go on.” Liao Zixuan knew Alice’s purpose in his heart. He sighed secretly and decided not to 

waste any more time. 



 

“Vivian, Blackie once told me that you met a witch’s clone?” 

 

“Eh? The Witch’s… A clone?” 

 

Vivian, who was originally dejected and felt that she was still too weak to do anything, showed a strange 

expression after Liao Zixuan’s words. 

 

After recalling for a moment, she immediately nodded. 

 

“You are referring to the name of the person.” Bishop Eugenia?” 

 

“That’s right, her real name is Bella. She should have told you that after I freed her from the corruption 

of the Fallen Abyss, she mentioned you to me and gave me this. 

 

As Liao Zixuan spoke, he took out a class change item that had been silent for a long time from his 

backpack. 

 

“This is…” Vivian frowned subconsciously. 

 

Because in Liao Zixuan’s hand appeared a box that emitted a demonic purple light. 

 

Vivian could feel it from above. It could not be called evil, but it was definitely not ‘normal’ either. It 

made her instinctively feel a little uncomfortable. 

 

“We usually call it the Witch’s Seed. “Liao Zixuan explained. 

 

“Witch’s Seed?” 

 



Simply put, it’s the inheritance of a witch. It’s similar to Lissy’s inheritance of the Blood Race. After those 

who meet the conditions of a witch absorb it, they can obtain the power of a witch and 

transform…Witch.” After Liao Zixuan’s words, the first to react was Lissy. 

 

Eldest Miss said anxiously,” 

 

“Wait a minute, Bai, don’t tell me you want to… Let Vivian absorb it! 

 

Liao Zixuan didn’t say anything, but it was self-evident. 

 

Shirley was already a member of the Fallen Abyss, and the girl herself was a 

 

member of the Blood Clan. The only one who was still blank was Vivian. 

 

“You, how can you do this! That was a witch…Demoness!” For the first time, Liz was angry with Liao 

Zixuan. 

 

Even though the Flame Domain had never been attacked by the Demoness for thousands of years under 

the protection of the Fire God, there were countless terrifying introductions about the Demoness in 

textbooks and various ancient books. 

 

They were sinister, cunning, and evil. Every witch’s personality was ever-changing, but the only thing 

that remained unchanged was that they were all very dark. They had great strength, but they did not 

use the right path. Every day, they thought about how to create chaos. 

 

The above was the common concept of witches that Lissy and the people of the Nine Nations had. 

 

Because of this, how could Liz let her best friend watch Vivian become… Witch? 

 

However, it was clear that this matter was not up to her. 

 



Err… 

 

He couldn’t say that. 

 

Because just as Liao Zixuan had said at the beginning, Liz was the ” key ‘ person. No matter what, she 

was indispensable. 

 

“Excuse me…Lord Bai, if I use this…After the Witch’s Seed, will it change my original Summoner class?” 

 

“If that’s the case, little… Xiao Hei, he… 

 

Vivian asked the question she was most concerned about. 

 

Liao Zixuan shook his head and said in a relieved tone,” 

 

“Once you become a Demoness, your Summoner class will naturally be lost. However, as far as I know, 

every Demoness will have a special ability that belongs to them when they awaken.. 
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Previously, you met Bella. Her witch name was Thousand Faces, which corresponded to her clone 

power. Now, this maid copied the witch name on her, the Witch of Truth, which corresponded to her 

ability to understand and construct all things. ” 

 

“This is what we call the strength of a witch, the power of a witch. They are unique in the world. ” 

 



After Liao Zixuan said that, Vivian showed a half-understanding expression. She was about to ask a 

question, but Liao Zixuan stopped her with a look because the main point of his speech was at the back. 

 

“If the ability mentioned above is passively awakened, there’s no way to choose it. It’s more random. 

However, if it’s actively awakened, you can choose it yourself. ” 

 

“In other words, if you want to retain your Summoner’s contract ability, you only need to firmly believe 

in it. Then, the witch ability you give birth to will also correspond to it. It might be similar to…The Witch 

of Summoning?” 

 

Part of what Liao Zixuan said was based on the Witch’s Seed’s class change introduction. This only 

appeared after Fire God told him the real method of using the Witch’s Seed. 

 

The other part was also based on his experience in his previous life. 

 

Liao Zixuan had mentioned before that he knew a female player who had changed her class to Witch. 

Although they weren’t very close, he had asked around. ‘l’ne otner party told nim tnat tne nature ot tne 

Witcn class was different from other high -level classes. It wasn’t about covering, but strengthening, 

strengthening your existing class or skills. 

 

With the double protection, if the Fire God was included, it would be the third level. With this, Liao 

Zixuan dared to take out the Witch’s Seed and ask the little girl if she wanted to use it. 

 

As expected. 

 

When she heard that her becoming a witch would not affect her bond with Blackie, Vivian did not 

hesitate. 

 

To the little girl, the witch was not important. What was important was that she could use this power to 

save the people who were important to her. 

 

Vivian had said something similar when she was facing the Fire God Cult. It was this kind of mentality 

that was valued by the witch Bella at that time. “Then let’s start now. W-what should I do?” 



 

Vivian did not want to wait any longer, but to her surprise, Liao Zixuan still shook his head. 

 

“Have you forgotten? I said that only those who meet the requirements can become a Demoness after 

absorbing it.” 

 

“Then what is considered as meeting the who was listening, couldn’t help but speak. The young girl had 

a faint premonition that this was the real highlight. 

 

Next, Liz’s premonition was right. 

 

The Witch’s Seed could only be activated by absorbing the negative emotions of others. Vivian was far 

from that level. 

 

Logically speaking, absorbing negative emotions would be a long process. Moreover, it was a young lady 

who treated everyone gently. 

 

Perhaps this was fate. 

 

Vulcan knew, and so did Liao Zixuan. Right now, there was a great opportunity for Vivian to instantly 

absorb the negative emotions of others. 

 

This method was… 

 

‘ Witch, as the Chosen One, you have to be feared by everyone to be qualified. To achieve this, Vivian, 

you only need to do one thing. 

 

Liao Zixuan sighed. 

 

“Wha… What?” The little girl clenched her fists nervously. 

 



Until Liao Zixuan slowly said,” Bear the death of the earl..” 
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Liz and Vivian were stunned. 

 

His first reaction was that it was ridiculous, but after thinking about it carefully, he realized that Liao 

Zixuan was right. 

 

Because the Earl was involved with a greater power, everyone’s attention was attracted. Thus, they 

temporarily did not think about the impact of the Earl’s death. 

 

As one of the top nobles in Fire Code City, the Earl maintained an excellent image of a good man. 

Whether it was among the commoners or the nobles, he had a very high reputation. 

 

Count Sisre’s death was destined to be impossible to hide. Originally, Liz had planned to announce it 

openly. She had personally put justice above family, and there would definitely be countless doubts and 

public opinion from the outside world. Liz was also prepared to bear the responsibility. 

 

But now… 

 

The girl did not expect that Bai wanted Vivian to replace her as the ” murderer 

 

“No! I won’t allow it!” Liz blurted out subconsciously. 

 

She had killed the Earl with her own hands. It looked like a different person from Vivian, but in fact, they 

were completely different. Because she and the Earl were father and daughter, no matter what, the 

voices of doubt from the outside world would be much lower, but Vivian was different. 

 

Even with her explanation, the public opinion among the people and the nobles would be several times 

more serious. 



 

However, after that, the girl’s voice grew softer and softer until the voice of the female anchor became 

silent. 

 

It was precisely because Liz had figured this out that she naturally understood Liao Zixuan’s intentions. 

 

Inheriting the Witch’s Seed required one to first become a witch in the eyes of the world. Then, Vivian, 

who had brutally killed the ” kind and upright ” Earl, would undoubtedly be feared by everyone in Fire 

Law City, thus fulfilling the so-called conditions. 

 

Although Vivian’s reaction was not as fast as the girl’s, she understood what Liao Zixuan meant. 

 

“Liz, can I?” The little girl didn’t answer immediately. Instead, she asked the girl beside her. 

 

“You…” 

 

The girl hesitated. 

 

Liz knew that Vivian was really asking her this question from her perspective. She was worried that the 

matter of ” burying her father with her own hands ” had a special meaning to her and could not be 

fabricated casually. 

 

But… 

 

Think more about yourself, fool! 

 

Had she not thought about what kind of stain she would bear in the future? What would people think of 

her in the future? And, and.. 

 

Lissy felt suffocated because she had to save her maid Elina and bear the aftermath of the earthquake. 

 



These were should be the one doing all the work. 

 

Liz clenched her fists. She saw the determination in Vivian’s eyes. What else could she say? 

 

The young lady recalled her first meeting with Vivian. 

 

so… 

 

Why did she hate these country bumpkins? All of them were simple and honest. They were all fools who 

only knew how to consider others and never themselves! 

 

“Whatever… Up to you!” Liz was so angry that she didn’t know what to say. She could only turn her head 

to the side. 

 

He was clearly the beneficiary, so why was he still so angry and frustrated? Perhaps it was because she 

would rather not have such a thing. 

 

With Liz’s tacit agreement, the next thing was easy to handle. 

 

Liao Zixuan did not ask the little girl repeatedly like before. Have you really thought it through? After 

experiencing so much, Vivian was no longer the village girl she used to be. Now, she could choose the 

path she wanted to take, and she was responsible and hardworking for it. 

 

Liao Zixuan felt that what he needed to do was perhaps…No matter how difficult the road was, as long 

as there was someone accompanying him along the way, it might be much easier. 

 

He temporarily left the maid here. As long as no one took the initiative to walk into Eleanor’s aggro 

range, the maid would remain in place. 

 

After instructing Shirley to send her trusted demons to set this place as a restricted area and not allow 

any demons or outsiders to approach, Liao 

 



Zixuan, Liz, and Vivian teleported back to Fire Code City. 

 

They returned with the shocking news they brought. 

 

The death of the Earl. 

 

Count Durin’s residence. 

 

The old noble who had been at odds with Vivian at the donation banquet and wanted to take the 

opportunity to extort a sum of money from the little girl and give Vivian, the rising star of Fire Code City, 

a show of strength was now sitting in his study. 

 

From the moment Count Dulin joined forces with the treasure thieves to target Vivian, he had a vague 

feeling in his heart. Was it really worth it? 

 

The more he went on, the stronger this feeling became. It wasn’t until he heard the news of Seductive 

Fox and Black Tiger’s death that Du Lin knew for sure that he had made a huge mistake. He must have 

been so stupid to make Vivian his enemy. 

 

And after that, it was today. 

 

When they learned of Count Sisre’s death, they saw the overwhelming reports and discussions about 

the death of the count in the newspapers, the news, the nobles, and the citizens. 

 

Du Lin’s mood changed from the original ‘he was wrong’ to the was afraid. 

 

Suddenly, the door was pushed open. 

 

Du Lin was startled. He almost fell off his chair. It wasn’t until he saw who it was that he felt lucky that 

he had survived. 

 



‘Good, good…’ It wasn’t that little girl. 

 

Instead… 

 

The housekeeper who always stayed by Du Lin’s side. 

 

At this moment, this butler was the complete opposite of his master. His face was filled with joy.. 
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“Master, Master, the remnants of the treasure thieves said that as long as we give them more financial 

support, they can guide public opinion and let the news ferment. When that time comes, Vivian’s 

reputation will be ruined, and it will definitely be a major blow to the reconstruction of Red Flame Town. 

 

An excited report from the butler came into her ears. 

 

From the butlers point of view, he thought that they would definitely lose. Who would have thought 

that such a big piece of pie would fall from the sky! 

 

When the daughter of the Count of the Sisre family, Liz, returned, she immediately announced the death 

of her father, as well as the deaths of the butler and a large number of maids in the manor and the 

Count’s castle. 

 

And all these shocking events were actually done by one person, a person that no one had expected. 

 

Vivian. 

 

Even though the father -less young lady had emphasized many times that her father, Count Sisre, as well 

as the butler and many maids under her, had been corrupted by the evil power known as the Fallen 

Abyss and turned into a monster, she had never expected that she would be able to do so. Vivian Vivian 



was a righteous person who destroyed the count and the monster servants, and even saved her 

daughter who was almost harmed by the Fallen Abyss. 

 

However, how many people would believe this nonsense that sounded like a fantasy? 

 

Moreover, he had to be careful. 

 

The truth of the matter did not matter anymore. What was important was that Vivian had killed the 

count, as well as so many butlers and maids in the manor. Just this point alone was enough to make a 

big fuss. 

 

At least, that was what the butler thought. 

 

Therefore, he felt that if he could think of it, the old master would definitely be able to do it too. 

Therefore, the old master must be very happy now, right? 

 

This was also the reason why the butler rushed over excitedly without knocking on the door. 

 

However… 

 

The truth seemed to be a hundred million points different from what he had imagined. 

 

Count Du Lin’s sudden roar scared the steward silly. He stood there, not knowing what to do. 

 

Nou still want to go against that little girl? Do you know that he’s an earl, an earl! A person like me went 

to Crimson Flame Town and died!” 

 

Du Lin’s voice was trembling. He gripped the armrests of the chair, his face full of uncontrollable fear. 

 

The butler finally recovered from his shock. He still didn’t realize the seriousness of the problem and 

tried to comfort them. 



 

“Master! The city guards are now looking for Vivian. No matter how arrogant that little girl is, how can 

she…” 

 

“Shut up!” 

 

Bang! 

 

Du Lin stood up angrily. He even threw the tea set on the table onto the ground. 

 

“Take a good look. Can you call that a wanted criminal? How could there be such a wanted criminal? 

There was not a single picture of Vivian in the entire city. There were not even many soldiers. More 

importantly, the Fire God Cult did not even say a word. They were all just putting on an act! 

 

“In that case, why…Why did the eldest daughter of the Sisre family announce this matter? W’hy did he 

have to say that Vivian did it? It seemed that even Vivian had tacitly agreed to this?” 

 

The butler was finally a little scared, but he was not willing to give up. He had one last question. 

 

Du Lin sighed. He sat back on the chair. 

 

“Don’t you understand? She’s trying to show off. She’s trying to show off to me. If she can kill Count 

Cecil today, she can also kill Count Du Lin tomorrow! After killing them, they were still at large and 

nothing happened. The city guards, the Fire God Cult, and even… It was very likely that even the Lord 

Fire God of the World would stand on her side!” 

 

“What? Even… Even Lord Fire God…” Knowing this, the butler seemed to have lost his strength. His legs 

went weak and he fell to the ground with a plop. 

 

“Now, hurry up and cut off all connections between the remaining members of the Treasure Thief Gang 

and the rest of the family. Don’t leave a single one alive! Also, what did you say before? The treasure 

thieves want to ask us for funds to induce public opinion and ruin Vivian’s reputation? A bunch of 

courting death things!” 



 

Count Du Lin slapped the table hard. He had been able to reach his current position because of his 

decisive decision -making ability. He had made a mistake in his decision and regarded Vivian as his 

enemy. Now, he wanted to protect himself. Du Lin would not be stingy with his series of reversed 

decisions. 

 

He knocked on the table and pondered for a moment before instructing the butler,” 

 

“First, stabilize the remnants of the treasure thieves. In fact, secretly send someone to find the city 

guards and ask them to arrest all the criminals who spread false news about Lady Vivian. 

 

” In addition, publicly acknowledge that we accept Miss Liz’s statement and express our condolences for 

Count Sisre’s death. At the same time, we also acknowledge Miss Vivian’s heroic actions. 

 

“And…” Du Lin paused for a while. It was obvious that his heart ached, but he still gritted his teeth and 

continued. 

 

” Also, in order to thank Miss Vivian for helping us nobles get rid of the hidden danger, we have decided 

to fulfill the terms of the bet in advance and compensate Miss Vivian for free. We will deliver the 

supplies to Red Flame Town within a week. ” 

 

After saying these long words, Du Lin seemed to have aged several years. 

 

He slumped on the chair and waved at the butler, telling him to hurry up and carry it out. 

 

He hoped that this series of goodwill would work and make Vivian spare his life. 

 

Now that he thought about it, it was because of the girl’s soft and weak appearance that he thought 

Vivian was the kind of girl who had strength but was restrained, kind and naive. She was just short of the 

word ” easy to bully ” written on her head. 

 

But now it seemed like… 



 

Count Dulin put away the book on his desk. It was a collection of stories that he liked to read when he 

was young. One of the stories was about the destruction of a kingdom. It all started from the queen who 

looked kind on the surface, but in fact, she was a…Witch. 

 

Witch… 

 

In the past, Du Lin felt that these two words were very far away from him and the Flame Domain. They 

only existed in legends, but now it seemed… 

 

He shivered all over. 

 

In Du Lin’s heart, Vivian was already the same as the Witch Queen in the fairy tale. 

 

Many people had Du Lin’s mentality. 

 

Ordinary citizens may not know the concept of a witch, but that did not stop them from showing their 

fear of Vivian. 

 

In a market, a young girl with a black wolf cub in her arms was choosing something. The owner of the 

stall was chatting with another customer who seemed to be familiar with her. 

 

“Have you heard? Count Sisre died yesterday! 

 

“Yes, what a great noble. I still remember that when Fire Code City was attacked by the monsters, it was 

the Sisre Family who took the initiative to donate money to speak for the refugees outside the city. ” 

 

“They all said that it was…That Lady Vivian killed him. I think it’s ridiculous. 

 

How is that possible?”lt seemed that the stall owner had a good impression of Vivian. 

 



However, it was the same for his customers. 

 

” What’s impossible about that? I’m telling you, the reconstruction of Red Flame Town is such a big 

project, and there’s a lot of money in it. It’s enough to corrupt people’s minds. I’m guessing that the Earl 

must have discovered some corruption secrets when he went to inspect Red Flame Town, and was killed 

by Vivian!” 

 

“Really.„Really?” 

 

The boss immediately shrank his neck and revealed a frightened expression. However, he could not 

resist his curiosity and continued to ask the familiar customer for more details. 

 

No one noticed that the girl who was holding the wolf cub by the stall had left silently. 

 

However, even if they went to another shop, the result would be the same. 

 

The biggest topic in the city was about the death of the Earl and Vivian. 

 

Even if they were walking on the road, they could hear things like.. “Count Sisre was such a good person, 

but he was actually killed. ” 

 

“Yes, I heard that it was the Earl who kindly took in that little girl from the countryside. Who would have 

thought that he would invite a wolf into his house! 

 

“No, I think there must be a misunderstanding. How could Lady Vivian be that kind of person?? ” 

 

“Hehe, haven’t you heard the rumors that have popped up recently? They all said that Vivian was 

actually a witch! Everything that happened in the past was just an act. It was because the Earl had seen 

through her true face that she was killed. It was said that the little wolf that Vivian had been holding had 

swallowed her whole. She died a horrible death!” 

 

“Hug…A little wolf in my arms?” The passerby’s voice suddenly jumped in shock. 



 

“Shh! Don’t say anymore. Look over there. That, that person holding the wolf cub, do you think he’s…” 

 

“Ah? Ah! And… Really, what should I do? There are city guards over there.. We, we have to go!” 
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Soon, two city guards walked in front. One of them had a serious expression on his face, while the other 

followed behind with an unwilling and slightly afraid expression. 

 

“Miss over there, please wait a moment! “They appeared in front of the girl who was holding the wolf 

cub and stopped her. 

 

” We have received a report from a citizen that you are suspected to be in contact with Vivian, who is on 

the wanted list. Please cooperate with the investigation and come with us.” 

 

The more serious city guard said impartially. When his companion saw the little girl and the little cub in 

her arms, his face turned even paler. He hurriedly pulled his silly teammate to the side. 

 

“You, what are you doing?” 

 

“You’re crazy! Did he really think that he was some big shot? We’re the patrol team at the bottom. Do 

you know who you’re after? It’s Vivian! What if that little girl was really him?” 

 

“It would be even better if it was really her. Count Sisre’s case is so big that we urgently need her to 

cooperate with our investigation. “The respectful city guard said, clearly not understanding what his 

companion meant. 

 

This made his companion extremely angry. He secretly hated how he had encountered such a stupid 

teammate. 

 



” Hey, are you kidding me? Do you know that the rumor is going around that 

 

Vivian is a witch? A witch! She killed without blinking, how could I catch her? Are you dreaming? It’s 

already good enough that she doesn’t care about our lives. Find an excuse to say that she got the wrong 

person and quickly escape! ” 

 

Even though his companions were so anxious, this respectful city guard shook his head and said, 

 

” I’ve investigated Vivian’s past. I don’t think she’s such a person. I’m not arresting her. I’m inviting her 

to participate in the investigation. As long as she provides us with detailed information, the city guards 

will not convict her. On the contrary, we will clear the misunderstanding of the people. 

 

After saying that, the straightfon,vard city guard did not wait for his companion to reply and continued 

to walk towards the little girl who was waiting for him. 

 

“Miss, I’m really sorry. My colleague was delayed by some personal matters just now. Can you please 

continue to come with us and cooperate with the investigation? 

 

Finished… It was over! 

 

The honest city guard’s companion was prepared to run, but to his surprise, the little girl holding the 

wolf cub didn’t say anything and just nodded. 

 

“Alright.” Vivian replied calmly. 

 

Only the wolf cub in the little girl’s arms sighed helplessly. 

 

It was not that Liao Zixuan deliberately wanted Vivian to wander outside and listen to all kinds of 

slander, but it was a necessary experience. The Witch’s Seed absorbed negative emotions, and it was 

best to practice it personally. 

 



The little girl walked in circles. Although she looked the same as before, Liao Zixuan knew that Vivian 

had absorbed a lot of negative emotions silently from the progress bar of the Witch’s Seed in the props 

bar. These were all suppressed in the little girl’s heart and did not show it. 

 

Just as they were about to head to the City Guard Department, a familiar figure ‘coincidentally’ 

appeared. 

 

“Ha… Sir Harvey?” The two city guards immediately stood up and bowed. The handsome knight who 

walked over waved his hand and nodded. Then, he looked at Vivian who was behind them. 

 

“What are you guys doing?” Harvey pretended to ask casually and used his eyes to signal Vivian who 

recognized him. 

 

The very dedicated and honest city guard immediately repeated the short process. After listening to it, 

Harvey pretended to look at Vivian carefully. 

 

“You’ve got the wrong person. I’ve seen Vivian before, not her. “Harvey flatly denied. 

 

“What? Hah… Sir Harvey, you„.” 

 

Seeing that his straightforward companion was about to say something, the smarter ones immediately 

interrupted him. “Understood!” 

 

“I’m sorry to disturb you, Miss. We’ll leave now.” 

 

After saying that, he pulled his companion, who still felt that something was wrong, and left in a hurry. 

 

When there was no one else around, Harvey approached Vivian and patted her on the shoulder. 

 

The middle-aged man didn’t say anything else. He only said a very short sentence. 

 



“Little girl, I believe you.” 

 

After that, Harvey led the city guards behind him and continued to search for Vivian in the city. 

 

When she came back to her senses, the little girl only saw Harvey’s back as he walked away. 

 

Even though Vivian did not say anything, Liao Zixuan could feel that the little girl’s arms that had been 

tightly hugging him were finally relaxed. This meant that at least Harvey’s trust made Vivian feel a lot 

more relaxed. She no longer regarded the wolf cubs as the only straw of hope. 

 

But soon, a small commotion came from where Harvey had left. 

 

Vivian rushed over anxiously. Unexpectedly, another familiar figure appeared. 

 

The city guards led by Harvey surrounded a group of hooligans who seemed to be fighting openly on the 

streets. 

 

As for the familiar figure mentioned earlier… 

 

“Humph! It’s good that you city guards are here. These people are spreading false news here every day, 

causing people to panic and destroying public order. Quickly arrest them!” 

 

Chris said confidently to Harvey. Beside his feet were five or six remnants of the Treasure Thief Gang 

who were lying on the ground and wailing in pain.. 
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Beside Chris, there was another familiar person, Little Seven. At this moment, he was the one who beat 

people up the most. Even the city guards were here, they were still beating up the remnants of the 

treasure thieves. 



 

As he hit her, he scolded, 

 

“You bunch of scum! She even dared to spread rumors that Big Sister was a witch. She was tired of 

living! Big Sister is such a kind and good person. What right do you have to slander her? How dare you 

speak nonsense? I’ll smash your stinky mouths! 

 

If it wasn’t for Harvey, he wouldn’t have continued watching. He scolded,” 

 

“Stop! All of them, be it standing or lying down, take them all away!” Only then did the situation calm 

down. 

 

Although Chris was unwilling, this was the territory of the city guards after all. It was necessary to get 

out of the situation. Moreover, he and Harvey were considered acquaintances. The two of them 

exchanged glances, and Harvey glared at the young man. 

 

During this time, Chris and Little Seven also saw a little girl holding a wolf pup in the crowd. 

 

Little Seven was about to greet him excitedly when Chris kicked her. 

 

Faced with Vivian’s worried gaze, Chris puffed out his chest as if he was saying that he was completely 

fine. In fact, he even gave the little girl a worried look and used a simple sign language to indicate that 

he did not have to worry about the rumors and slander of the remaining members of the treasure 

thieves. Now, the boss of the underground forces in Fire Code City was about to use the word ” Ke ” to 

start with! 

 

Finally, before he was handcuffed away, Chris showed Vivian a complicated and profound pattern on the 

back of his hand. 

 

The little girl didn’t understand, but the little wolf cub in his arms surprised Liao Zixuan. 

 



How could he not recognize it? Wasn’t this the legendary treasure ” Stignlata ” inherited by the ” 

Treasure Thief Group ” after the open beta? He checked the Character Summon Card that he had given 

Chris and found that he had used it at some point. 

 

Liao Zixuan was very pleased because it seemed that his investment was not wasted. Chris had finally 

gotten the cheat that fate had given him. 

 

After Chris was handcuffed by Harvey, Vivian laughed for the first time since she came out to the street. 

The little girl shook her head, feeling both helpless and happy. 

 

Actually, it didn’t matter how many people misunderstood her. As long as her true friends always 

believed in her, wasn’t that enough? 

 

Vivian’s mood suddenly brightened. 

 

The most obvious change was that she was now holding the little wolf cub and stroking it from time to 

time. This proved that Vivian was becoming more and more like her usual self. 

 

The little wolf cub was both depressed and happy about this. 

 

Liao Zixuan was depressed because he felt that his importance had dropped a lot! He had clearly 

prepared a lot of actions and words to comfort the little girl, but now it seemed that he didn’t need to 

use them. It went without saying that he was happy. 

 

So… 

 

Could this be some kind of ritual? 

 

Before leaving the Flame Domain, he had to go through all the characters he had met? 

 

According to this logic, wouldn’t the next one be a young genius mage? 

 



The little wolf cub cursed in his heart. 

 

This caused this ridicule to become a fact in the span of a few breaths. “Cough cough..” 

 

Coughing sounds came from the crowd that had been watching the battle earlier. 

 

At first, Vivian did not notice. 

 

Until… 

 

“Ahem…* Cough cough * Cough, cough, cough…Cough, cough, cough…Ughh… 

 

He was pretending to cough at first, but after that, he coughed anxiously until he coughed really hard, 

almost choking. 

 

Vivian was not the only one who looked over. A few passersby also looked over In surprise. 

 

Fortunately, a certain Archbishop of the Fire God Cult was not wearing work clothes at the moment. He 

was wearing civilian casual clothes. The passersby were at most surprised by his appearance. Instead, 

they subconsciously kept a distance because of Damirs excessive coughing. 

 

“Then, then what…” Faced with Vivian’s surprised gaze, Damir’s stutter acted up again. 

 

It would be fine if it was about serious matters, but when it came to emotions, it was really too difficult 

for this wooden kid who only had magic in his mind. 

 

Damir stammered. After a long time, he took out a book from his pocket. 

 

” When I’m troubled by something, I’ll read this book, Introduction to Magic. It’s very magical. Every 

time I finish reading it, I feel much better, so…l’ll, I’ll give it to you!” 



 

The young mage gritted his teeth. It was obvious that he was really distressed. He liked the book very 

much, but in order to appease Vivian, he reluctantly gave it to the little girl. 

 

The little wolf cub rolled its eyes at this. There was only sympathy in its eyes for Damir. It seemed that 

this child was hopeless. He was an old man of steel. 

 

Although the little girl was caught off guard and did not quite understand Damir’s subtle meaning, she 

probably felt that he was trying to comfort her in this way. Vivian accepted it gratefully. 

 

After delivering the books, Damir was too embarrassed to stay any longer. After saying a few more 

words, he flashed and left. 

 

Phew… 

 

Standing in the crowd on the street, Vivian let out a long sigh. 

 

Even though people were still talking about her, the little girl’s heart seemed to have become much 

stronger. Some people were hurt too much and numb, so they became stronger. However, some people 

relied on the strength of others to regain their strength and become extremely firm.. 
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“Xiao Hei, let’s go home one last time. “Vivian said softly as she stroked the little wolf cub in her arms. 

 

She had a strong premonition that she would not be able to return after leaving Fire code City. 

 

He called a carriage and drove to the room that Vivian and the maid had rented in the outer Urban area. 

 



After opening the door, there was no change in the house. There were still many things like luggage left 

here. There was no time to move them to Red Flame Town. 

 

While Vivian was tidying up, she accidentally found a small book hidden in the most hidden place of the 

drawer in the maid’s room. 

 

is…” 

 

The little girl opened it curiously and found that it was actually the diary that Irina had been writing in 

private all this time. 

 

Vivian had planned to close it quickly , as it was not good to peek at other people’s privacy. 

 

However, there was a wolf cub next to him. Liao Zixuan opened it with his claws again, and Vivian had 

no choice but to follow him. 

 

At first, the first part of the diary was still normal. It was all about trivial matters in the earl’s manor and 

personal complaints about the little maid. 

 

For example, today was the day he wanted to be promoted again. When would he be promoted? It 

would be great if he could have superpowers… 

 

In the middle, the diary became mysterious and filled with many passages about the Riddler. Elena also 

noticed the abnormality of the maids in the castle, but she didn’t take it to heart. The word ” Oracle ” 

appeared frequently in the diary. 

 

However, after that, it could be said that it was a blow to the dimension reduction because a new 

character appeared in the diary, Vivian. 

 

From then on, not only did the length of the little maid’s diary go from less than half a page to three or 

four pages a day, but from the atmosphere between the lines, one could feel that she was sincerely 

looking forward to the next day. Even more is the end of the end of the end of the end of the end of the 

end of the end of the end of the end of the end of the end of the end of the end of the end of the end of 



the end of the end of the end of the end of the end of the end of the end of the end of the end of the 

end of the end of the end of the end of the end of the end. 

 

What made Vivian blush the most was the little line of words that Elina wrote with regret. It was purely 

the little maid’s delusion. 

 

[I’m so angry when I think about how Vivian will benefit some bastard in the future! No! In order to stay 

by Vivian’s side forever in the future, I have to work hard, I have to work hard, I have to marry with her, 

so that Vivian can be the first wife, I can be the second wife, we can be together forever, oh, but I still 

can’t bear to part with Miss Liz, or else I can let Miss Liz, hey… Hehehe…] 

 

He closed the diary. 

 

After calming himself down, he kept it by his side as a precious item. When Irina woke up, he would 

definitely scold her! 

 

Yes! 

 

Vivian clenched her fists and looked at Blackie. 

 

“I’m ready. Xiao Hei, what about you?” 

 

The wolf cub yawned, using this method to express his disdain. 

 

“Alright, then 1’11„. Let’s begin.” 

 

“To become… Demoness!” 

 

As the dazzling light of the teleportation spell flashed in the room, the figure of a man and a wolf 

disappeared from the room. 

 



He appeared again. 

 

Already returned to the star fire forest, still in the quiet “standby’ in front of Alina. 

 

[Ding! The Witch’s Seed has been charged. Current progress is 100%. Usage conditions have been met. 

Do you want to change your class immediately?] 

 

Yes] 

Chapter 379: Demoness Authority and Demoness Raiment 

 

After Liao Zixuan confirmed the order. 

 

In front of the little girl, the box that was emitting a demonic purple light slowly opened, just like 

Pandora’s box. 

 

Countless negative emotions that had been absorbed and hidden inside exploded at this moment. They 

were about to be absorbed into Vivian’s body along with the demonic purple light that symbolized the 

power of the witch. The negative emotions were like pieces of broken mirrors, which recorded all the 

resentment of the creatures in this world towards Vivian. The images reflected in each mirror fragment 

could be seen. 

 

Among them were the little girl who had killed people several times. In the rainy night, she used a sickle 

to cut the throat of the debt collector. The blood that gushed out turned the rain blood red. The debt 

collector who should have died turned into a ghost and rushed to Vivian for revenge. 

 

There was a Fire God’s official who was sent to stop Vivian from entering the forest. He laughed at 

Vivian. As he said, she had become a witch that everyone feared and wanted by the whole city. 

 

Some of them had been harmed by Seductive Fox, resenting that they would not have been implicated if 

Vivian had not provoked Seductive Fox. Some of them had trusted Vivian in the past, but now they 

questioned why the little girl had let them down and turned into a witch, and so on. 

 



These were not real, but fictional, from the dark side of human nature, trying to drown Vivian and dye a 

piece of white paper black. 

 

The reason why almost every Demoness had a drastic change in personality was that they were either 

dark and cold or had an extremely strong obsession or hobby in a certain aspect. It could not be 

separated from the impact of these negative emotions at this moment. 

 

Or rather , the Demoness itself represented the hatred of this world. It was precisely because of this 

extremely strong hatred that the Demoness was born. 

 

However, the rules of the world that applied to the aborigines met with resistance for Vivian, who was 

both an aborigine and a player. 

 

There seemed to be an invisible wall of air that blocked all the resentment from the Witch’s Seed that 

wanted to pounce on Vivian. 

 

No matter how much these resentful spirits howled and crashed, they could not get close to the little 

girl. 

 

It was like… 

 

It was a kind of dimensional reduction attack. 

 

As a player, Vivian was not in the same dimension as this world, so she was naturally not bound by the 

laws of this world. 

 

In the system laws of the players, everything in this world was just data. 

 

Thus, the scene below continued to appear. 

 

Very soon, the “Air Wall” from the game system was not limited to blocking, but began its “filtering” 

ability. 



 

The demonic purple light that represented the power of the Demoness could penetrate the wall without 

being blocked. When the purple light and the resentment were separated, it immediately lost a lot of its 

demonic feeling and became crystal clear. 

 

When they entered Vivian’s body, a system notification sounded. 

 

[Ding, you have successfully changed your class to a new class-witch] This was not the end. 

 

After all, the ” resentment ” that was blocked was also part of the class advancement tool ” Witch’s 

Seed.” Under the power of the game system, they were converted into extremely pure universal energy. 

 

That is..Experience Points. 

 

Fire Code City was currently in a state of uproar. The death of the Earl was a major matter that was 

being discussed by the entire city. One could imagine how much negative emotions had been collected 

from the Witch’s Seed. 

 

Converting these into experience experience points was undoubtedly a massive amount. 

 

Even if she had to give it to the wolf cubs, it would be enough for Vivian to jump 10 levels, directly 

jumping from level 30 to level 40, and touch the threshold of the ” epic ” level. 

 

But at this moment… 

 

[unknown error detected. Player’s level has exceeded the version limit, unable to…] 

 

The system’s error notification stopped halfway. 

 

Because at this time, Vivian’s other identity, which was also the little girl’s original identity, the native of 

the local world, came into play. 



 

This was why Liao Zixuan called Vivian a BUG when he had just transmigrated. 

 

Players could avoid risks and have the protection of the system, but the price was that their levels were 

restricted by the system. Natives, on the other hand, had no level restrictions. However, they had to 

step on their own feet and bear the price for every step. 

 

The little girl could repeatedly jump between two identities, learn from each other’s strong points, and 

set up dolls for each other. 

 

The pure energy that had been purified by the system did not take the path of ” experience points “. 

After all, it would not work under the system’s laws. However, if it took the laws of the local world… 

 

The pure energy entered Vivian’s body just like the purple light of the Witch. 

 

In an instant, a powerful aura erupted from the little girl’s body, and it was still rising steadily. The 

Witch’s class change ceremony was only complete at this point. 

 

[Ding, your current level has increased to level 31…] 

 

[Ding! You have reached Level 32…] 

 

[Ding, your current level is„.] 

 

Liao Zixuan’s guess was right. The notifications flooded the screen crazily and only stopped after 

jumping ten times. 

 

The last message was… 

 

[Ding, your current level has increased to level 40.„) 

 



It felt like the rice had been cooked. 

 

The system could only prevent Vivian from leveling up with experience points , but it could not stop a 

native from absorbing energy and making a breakthrough. She could only passively re-evaluate her level 

and prompt her after the event.. 
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Of course. 

 

Only the wolf cubs behind the scenes knew about this process. The real person involved, Vivian, knew 

nothing about it. Even now, the little girl still closed her eyes foolishly and did not even notice the power 

that surged out of her body. She kept muttering, no..Should it be a prayer? 

 

“Summoner! Summoner! I beg you, Goddess of Witches, I want to retain my summoner•s ability and 

use my witch’s ability on summoning. I beg you, Goddess ot Witcnes, l, 1 can’t ‘Ive wttnout Llttle Black, 

Little Black! Little Black! Keep Little Black! 

 

Ah! And Xin Yan! Xin Yan!” 

 

Vivian really believed the nonsense that Liao Zixuan had spouted as ” Bai ” 

 

It said that as long as one had a firm belief in the process of awakening the Witch and silently recited the 

ability that they wanted to retain, the special ability Of the Witch’s Power of Nature would also 

correspond to it. 

 

But in reality. 

 

Liao Zixuan did not know about the other witches, but at least for Vivian… 

 



[Ding, it has been detected that your original class is Summoner. Do you want to use this as a basis to 

obtain your unique Witch specialty?) 

 

[Hint: Ifyou give up, the system will choose a random basic profession. At the same time, you will lose all 

the skills, summoned beasts , and specialties of the 

 

Summoner profession.] 

 

Was there a need to ask? 

 

Little Wolfs Claw slapped the • Yes • option. 

 

In an instant, not onlyVivian, but Liao Zixuan also felt that his body was swept by a strange energy, and 

then a new system prompt popped up. 

 

[Ding, you have successfully used the Summoner profession as your foundation. Please choose two of 

the three random abilities and two skills below as your Demoness specialty.] Eh? 

 

There was such a good thing? 

 

Liao Zixuan thought that he would stop after reaching the last step. He didn’t expect that he could even 

customize the Witch specialty. He could only say that he was worthy of being a • player The game 

system was too awesome. 

 

When Liao Zixuan looked at the list of Witch specialties that the system gave him, he finally understood 

why the Witch was so terrifying. That was because… 

 

Howwas this choosing an ability? It was simply choosing a cheat! 

 

The five options in the menu werem 

 



[Witch’s Authority–power: All your summoned creatures will gain +5 levels, but they cannot be higher 

than your level) 

 

[Witch’s Authority-Rank: All your summoned items will be upgradedby one level, but they cannot 

exceed your class rankl (Witch’s 

 

Authority——- – 

 

[Demonification-summon: Each summon will be luckier, and the cost will be reduced. There is a certain 

chance to summon an Apostle Monster. The Apostle Monster will not disappear over time and will not 

occupy the position of the contracted monster.I 

 

[Witch Transformation- -Bio Equipment: You can combine your contracted monster with you in the form 

of a Bio Equipment. You will obtain a portion of the contracted monsters attributes and a new skill set 

that matches the contracted monster.) 

 

Liao Zixuan fell silent. 

 

There was only one word in his heart. 

 

He wanted all Of them! 

 

If Liao Zixuan had to rank the first three abilities, it must be the power of “contract” greater than “force” 

greater than “rank”. 

 

Why did he say that? 

 

The Authority of • Rank • and • Strength ” were obviously for the Monster Sea battle strategy, while the 

Authority of ” Contract ” was for the elite route. 

 

This also corresponded to the two main branches of the Summoner profession in the later stages. 

 



They relied on the time-limited but unlimited number of Summoned Beasts to exhaust the enemy. 

 

He had to rely on the powerful contracted monsters that he had carefully nurtured and had strict 

restrictions on the number of contracted monsters. However, they would not disappear over time and 

would always be by his side to crush his enemies. 

 

It was true that the first and second schools had the fastest results, and the second school was the 

choice of most summoners. It was difficult to see results in a short period of time, and the emphasis was 

on cultivating the summoned beast into a small BOSS. It could be imagined that it required time to settle 

down and be ruthless. 

 

Of course, the latter definitely had greater potential. What Liao Zixuan valued the most was that the 

contract could actually increase the number of summoning beasts! 

 

Even a Legendary Summoner could only have five contracted monsters at most. However, if he chose 

this Contract ” Witch’s Authority, he would have an additional monster for every level up. Excluding the 

one that he was born with, it was equivalent to having four more contracted monsters! 

 

As for the little girl, Vivian had an extra contract position because of the special nature of her second 

personality. In that case, the little girl in her complete form in the late stage could have a total of ten 

contracted monsters! 

 

What kind of concept was this? How terrifying! 

 

At present, the two forbidden monsters in the Flame Field, himself as the Dark Flame Wolf and a certain 

stupid phoenix, were both under Vivian’s banner. 

 

Apart from the Fire Domain, there were eight other countries left. Vivian also had eight contract 

positions left. What did that mean? It was equivalent to being able to contract a forbidden demon in 

every country he went to! 

 

When the time came, Vivian would not even need to do anything. The ten forbidden monstersÆiss! 

 



Thinking of this, Liao Zixuan decisively slapped his paw on the option of “contract”. 

 

Wasn’t this much better than the Devil Sea tactic? 

 

Since he had already decided to walk the elite route, there was no need to hesitate about the Witch 

Transformation skill.. 


